
HPC Midterm Exam - Fall 2008
Name: (Please print)
Put the answers on these sheets. Use additional sheets when necessary. You can collect 100 points
in total for this exam.

1. Amdahl’s law determines the speedup SP = P/(1 + (P − 1)f) of a parallel application that
has a sequential fraction 0 ≤ f ≤ 1. Suppose we have f = 1

5
and P = 6.

(a) What is the speedup of this parallel application? (5 points)

(b) What is the parallel efficiency? (5 points)

2. Consider a perfectly parallelizable program with computation time tcomp = t/P , where
t = 100 seconds. Suppose the communication time of this program linearly increases with
increasing number of processors tcomm = 0.01 · P seconds.

(a) Determine all P ≥ 1 such that tcomp ≥ tcomm, that is, the range of P for which the
computation time dominates the communication time. (6 points)

(b) Assuming that the sequential program runs in the same time as tcomp for P = 1, that is
ts = t/P = 100/1 seconds, what is the speedup SP and parallel efficiency EP when
tcomp = tcomm? (6 points)
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3. Consider the following machine instruction sequence:

A) x = a+1
B) y = 2*x
C) z = a+b
D) x = z+1

Suppose we have a CPU with a throughput of 1 cycle per instruction (a new operation can
start each cycle) and all operations have a latency of 3 cycles. Stalls may occur when in-
structions are not ready to be executed. For example, when operands are not available yet.

(a) What are the RAW, WAR, and WAW dependences between these instructions in the
code sequence? (6 points)

(b) When you take the dependences into account, suppose we execute this sequence in
order (i.e. no reordering of instructions), what is the total number of cycles to execute
this code considering that stalls can occur? (8 points)

(c) Suppose the CPU supports out-of-order execution. In this case you may assume that
all four instructions are fetched and waiting to be executed. Instructions are kept “in
flight” until operands are ready. Find an optimal schedule for the instructions such that
their dependences are preserved (note that the throughput is still 1 cycle and stalls may
still occur). What is the total number of cycles to execute the code with your schedule?
(8 points)
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4. Suppose we implement the 2-norm of a vector

||x||2 =
√

xT x =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

x2
i

in C or Fortran code using a loop over array x[i].

(a) Determine the FP:M ratio of the loop to compute the 2-norm. (5 points)

(b) Suppose we run the code on a simple bus-based SMP without local cache (no local
cache on each processor). Bus contention will occur when more that W = 106 words
per second are moved over the bus (the max bandwidth is W words per second, where
each x[i] is a word to load). Each processor executes F = 106 instructions per
second (ALU ops on registers and memory). Assume that on this simple machine
we can take m−1 = FP : M , where m is the ratio of instructions that read/write
to memory, determine the minimum number of processors P such that a maximum
speedup is achieved. (8 points)
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5. The TLB optimizes the mapping of memory pages to frames. However, there are circum-
stances under which the TLB is no longer effective and limits the performance. Explain
when and why the TLB can be a limiting factor for performance. (8 points)

6. Often we want to ensure that code can be executed only by one thread at a time, that is, we
need to protect a critical section of code with mutual exclusive (mutex) access.

(a) How do we use the POSIX thread library to protect critical sections? (5 points)

(b) How do we use OpenMP constructs to achieve mutex? (5 points)
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7. Consider the following program fragment

DO I = 1,N
A(I) = A(I-1) + B(I)
B(I) = A(I) + C(I)
ENDDO

Optimize the loop using loop distribution and then apply FORALL-style vectorization when possible
given that there may be cross-iteration dependences. (8 points)

8. What is a “superstep” in the bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) model? (8 points)

9. What are the three types of loop schedules in OpenMP to schedule the iterations in for/do
loops that use work sharing? Give an example for each by considering 12 iterations and 4
processors. (9 points)
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